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LEUSSINK FIXTURING  
SOLUTIONS 

Are you ready to revolutionise  
your workshop?

Ready.Set. 
Fa b r i c a t e .



If your operation relies on the assembly, fixture or joining of 
materials or components, then a Leussink Fixturing Solution  
could take your business to the next level. 

Designed and built to withstand decades of heavy-duty wear 
and tear, a Leussink fixturing solution can be configured with 
the appropriate tooling kit to suit any workshop or production 
environment. From pallet making to ship building, a Leussink 
fixturing solution is a must have for any manufacturer that  
wants to boost their output.

Create everything 
equal

Efficiency 
Get more out of your day with a Leussink 3D welding 
table and clamping system. Suitable for beginners right 
through to professionals, many of our customers report 
set up time savings of 50% compared to conventional 
jigging methods 

Versatility  
A huge range of continually evolving attachments, 
clamps, spacers, legs, lifts and stops means the table can 
be reconfigured in minutes to suit your changing needs. 
Elaborate and costly dedicated conventional fixtures are 
a thing of the past with a Leussink Fixturing Solution.

Accuracy  
Meticulously engineered to ensure job repeatability 
every time, all the time, a Leussink Fixturing Solution 
can adapt to any workpiece quickly and precisely. 
Your welded components are easily clamped at the 
corresponding faces or points during the tacking and 
welding process for optimum positioning.

Safety
Thanks to the modular building block structure of the 
clamping systems and the large range of accessories, 
you can create your ideal workspace. The accessibility 
of our system makes work easier, reduces the risk of 
accidents and thereby boosts safety and increases 
efficiency in manufacturing,

Many of our 
customers report 
set up time savings 
of 50% compared to 
conventional jigging 
methods
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Get it all out on the table

Key Benefits
• Lifetime Warranty - Standard on selected items.

• CAD Database – Access to a complete CAD Library of all 
our tooling components.

• In Stock Delivery – The majority of our tables, solutions and 
individual components are shipped from stock.

• Instructional Training DVD - Available to all customers who 
wish to refresh their knowledge.

• On-Site Training Available - On site product training is available 
for all new and existing customers.

• Customised Design Service - Contact our engineers to design 
fixtures and supply set up drawings.

• Compatibility - All the parts from the very first designs through 
to the latest versions fit on all tables.

• Exclusive Manufacturer - Expert knowledge of all aspects 
involving Modular Fixturing Solutions to advise our customers.

The possibilities of a Leussink fixturing solution are only 
limited to the user’s imagination. From custom automotive 
restoration to pallet making to metrological analysis, a 
Leussink fixturing solution can be configured to benefit 
almost any workflow regardless of scale or industry. Our 
decades of expertise working with fabricators, engineers and 
assembly trades, combined with the amazing versatility of the 
Leussink product range, means that whatever the job needs 
to be done, can be done faster and with greater precision

Leussink have delivered, configured and calibrated fixturing 
solutions for clients in every industry, including but not limited 
to: Steel and metal producers, Defence, Agriculture, General 
Fabrication, Heavy Industry, Automotive, Ship Building, 
Construction, Universities and TAFES.

The right fit 
Partnering with Leussink for your modular welding table 
solution is exactly that – a partnership.  Our team will work 
closely with yours to ensure your table and workflow fit 
seamlessly into your day-to-day operation and ultimately 
improve it. 

Leussink, a partner of Demmeler in Asia-Pacific, having worked 
with the world-renowned manufacturer for over 20 years. 
As the leading provider of modular welding table solutions in 
the region, Leussink is foremost expert in the configuration 
and operation of Demmeler products. Our service doesn’t end 
once the equipment has been installed, as we offer all clients 
comprehensive training to assure they get the most out  
of their equipment.  
 
Rent / Hire / Contract 
Leussink has a range of Demmeler 3D welding tables and 
accessories available for immediate use. If you have a project 
but you cannot justify a new purchase, or maybe you need 
additional equipment, then contact us today. 

Short term or long term, we can tailor a package to suit your 
needs at a fraction of the cost of a purchase. 
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OUR PARTNERS

Leussink is a solutions-focused engineering company based on the East Coast of Australia. 

For over 40 years, Leussink has been tackling problems that other  businesses deem too 

difficult. Our dedication to providing best-fit solutions  in short-time frames has afforded 

us the opportunity to work with some of Australia’s and New Zealand’s most iconic 

manufacturing, resource and production companies.  

Proudly family-owned and operated, Leussink is unwavering in  

our pursuit of new challenges and engineering achievements.   

THINK. SOLVE. ENGINEER.


